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ROAD SAFETY
IMPROVEMENTS
SȾÁUTW̱ Road is the primary
access road for our Tsawout
community and safety along
this road is a priority.
Proposed
improvements
to this road are expected
to begin in Spring 2021 and
completion is scheduled for
Fall of 2021.
Read more on page 04.

REMOTE SPRING BREAK AT TLH
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TLH staff and volunteers prepared lunches and crafts for
their students. Take a look at more pictures on page 08.
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IMPORTANT REMINDER ABOUT YOUR CONTACT INFO
Please make sure that your contact information is up-to-date with our admin office. We will be sending out important information
regarding voter registration in the near future, and it's very important that we have accurate records. Thank you!

LONGHOUSE CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

A Note Regarding Visiting the Site
Please remember that if you would like to visit the construction site to view the
progress of the project, please go to the construction trailer at the entrance and
check-in with the site manager or Project Coordinator Renee Robinson. Thank you
for helping to keep our worksite safe!
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FISHERIES DEPARTMENT
Fish Talk by Chrissy Chen
Tsawout Fisheries Manager
Hello Tsawout First Nation members and administration staff,
A short note to introduce myself. I am honoured that I was selected for the new
Fisheries Program Manager for the Tsawout First Nation. Thank you for allowing me
to be a part of this beautiful community.
I have dedicated twenty years of my career in fisheries management and have
enjoyed all aspects of my fisheries work throughout the years.
We need to prepare for the future and manage our own traditional lands. As First
Nations stewards and as Indigenous peoples, we need to pass on our rich traditional ecological knowledge and traditional use studies of our ancestors to ensure that
economic activities taking place in our traditional marine environment are sustainable. This includes the protection and regulation of food, social and ceremonial
purposes and benefits.
This can be done through community vision and with the guidance from your
hereditary, elected leadership and its membership as well as with my passion in
many fishery areas, including economic opportunities.
There are so many natural resources and aquaculture of all stationary products and
all living resources that lie in Tsawout territories, and business opportunities must
be sustainable for the future of all Tsawout membership.
I look forward to having discussions with community members and hearing your
ideas and concerns. There will be an update on numerous activities and events in
the next newsletter.
I will have a newsletter on the many programs the Tsawout fisheries can offer to
anyone with interest in Salmon Enhancement, Shellfish harvesting, food fish delivery, food processing and fisheries guardian programs and most importantly Traditional use studies to name a few.
I look forward to working collaboratively with you all and to meeting you and hearing some ideas, concerns and or issues.

Gilakasla, Chrissy
Tsawout Fisheries Manager
Phone: 250 652 9101 ext. 319
Email: fisheries@tsawout.ca
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT - HEALTH MANAGER UPDATE
Good afternoon, how is everyone? I am doing well. The cherry blossoms are beautiful and I
have noticed more people are being active outdoors.

New Business
Community Health and Wellness Planning Funding and Partnership - The First Nations
Health Authority has given us a one-time funding to support health and wellness planning
since our health plan will expire within a year. We are at year 10 of our block funding agreement and we would like to implement a community-driven health and wellness process. We
will need to create a planning committee for the health planning management. The timelines and deliverables will be discussed with the First Nations Health Authority as we were in
the middle of a COVID-19 outbreak. The great news is that we do not have any new cases of
COVID-19 and I pray that we are able to keep it that way.
Showers & Bathrooms - The Tsawout showers and bathrooms will be upgraded to accommodate elders from our Home and Community Care program. The upgrade should start
once we get three quotes and it has been reviewed by myself and the Band Manager.
Home Community Care Program - This program has been without a Licensed Practical
Nurse for nearly a year and we received a resignation letter from the previous Licensed Practical Nurse a week ago. We will be posting a ¾ position for a Registered Nurse once we
review with the Band Manager and the Health Portfolio holders.
The Primary Care Circle - Meetings are done on a monthly basis and I have been attending
the meetings. I would like to set up a meeting with the Band Manager and Portfolio holders
for Health to plan a committee for these meetings. We have received funds to pay an honorarium for committee members to attend the meetings when I am unable to attend. We will
be getting a Physiotherapist working with us in Tsawout, Tsartlip, Pauquachin and Tseycum.
We have space here in Tsawout and we need to discuss how the clients from the other communities can access Physiotherapy if they do not have a space. This is something I can talk
to the Interim Band Manager and health Portfolio holders about.
COVID-19 Self Isolation Trailer - We received the trailer recently and I need to buy bedding,
towels and kitchen stuff for it. The trailer is for community members to self-isolate if they
have nowhere to go due to COVID-19 self-isolation requirements. Thank you to the Interim
Band Manager, Wayne Helgason, for helping me make it happen.
COVID-19 Vaccines - The Community Health Nurse Mandy Stobbe, Nurse Practitioner Kelly
Sharp, Edget Wattola (Nursing Student), Emily Doehnel (Tsartlip Nurse), and other volunteer Nurses, Nurse Practitioners and Doctors were able to give out 548 vaccines. Thank you,
health team and volunteers! Thank you to all the Tsawout First Nation staff for a successful
vaccine week in Tsawout. We wouldn’t have been able to do everything without everyone’s
capacity and great work ethics.
Enjoy the rest of March 2021 and I will be doing another report in April or May 2021.
Kind Regards,
Lois Williams,
Tsawout First Nation Health Manager
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT - CHN UPDATE
COVID-19 Vaccines
During our vaccine clinics we administered 548 Pfizer vaccines. We prioritized
elders and those with underlying health conditions on the first day. After that, it was
up to all those 18+ years to book an appointment and come down.
We had to use all the vaccines that were given to us in the shortest amount of time
as possible. The vaccine is delicate and has very strict storage and handling rules.
Each vial we prepared had to be used in 6 hours. With that in mind, when phone
calls by on-reserve members had slowed down, we opened the clinic for a short
time for off-reserve and services that work directly in the community. All those decisions were made after listening to the community members supporting the clinics
and chief and council.
Please continue to follow the health guidelines of physical distancing, mask wearing, and hand washing until Dr. Bonnie Henry says to stop. For those who got the
vaccine, you will be 90% less likely to get Covid-19! Thank you for protecting yourself
and your community. You are saving lives!
For those of you who did not get a vaccine this time for whatever reason, the opportunity is not over. You are still eligible to call Island Health to book an appointment:
1-833-348-4787.
I would like to thank everyone who helped at the clinics! Staff from all departments
put their work on hold to help run and organize the event. Thank you for making
this impossible nursing task a successful community led event!

What does the Health Centre know about your medical information?
Information is only given to us with your consent. If you are in the hospital, we don’t
automatically know. The hospital will only tell us if you give them your permission.
Sometimes the hospital will ask you if you want us know you were there so we can
follow it up with you. That way you control who knows what. Unless you say yes
when asked by the hospital OR tell them you want us to know, we will not know.
If you have given the hospital permission for us to know you were there and would
like us to call you, we still will not know everything. The Community Health Nurse
cannot see any tests or lab work or any details. If you give permission for us to know
what’s going on while you are in the hospital, we can work with the hospital team to
set up supports at home.
Sometimes, the supports people need are more than what Tsawout can offer. If that
is case, we work with other organizations. We can only reach out to other organizations with your permission. You are the boss of what we know and what we share
about you.
Mandy Stobbe,
Community Health Nurse
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MEALS ON WHEELS
The Meals on Wheels program provides meals on Monday, Wednesday and Fridays.
Please keep your soft cooler bag hanging on your door or provide a small cooler by your front
door. We would like to continue keeping the food delivery as contactless as possible. The
delivery person will put your meals in the soft cooler bag and they will hang it on your door
or put it in your cooler.
Thank you,
Lois Williams

MEALS ON WHEELS APRIL SCHEDULE
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LEARNING HOUSE COORDINATOR UPDATE
Remote Spring Break Camp 2021
With an open registration, a total of 67 participants were registered. Tsawout Learning House
Staff & helpers are grateful to C.S.E.T.S. for helping Tsawout Education with funds and providing a generous grant. This permitted T.L.H. to register twice as many participants than we
anticipated.
We look forward to seeing the students return to T.L.H. After-school Program and we will
contact parents & guardians once we are given the go ahead.
Please do not hesitate to contact myself or Tanya Henry, T.L.H. Coordinator Trainee if you
would like to register your child/ren in the after-school Program or to utilize the support of
one of our Tutors:
Kirk Clarke - Science & Math
Kindergarten to University
Chantu William - Math & Literacy
Sene Underwood - Math & Literacy
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APRIL - GARBAGE, COMPOST & RECYCLING

Garbage pick-up (once/week) If your garbage is missed or not picked up, call BFI directly at 250-652-4414.
Compost (Bi-weekly) If your compost is missed or not picked up, call Refuse at 250-381-6007. If called the
same day or early the next day, it is possible to have it picked up the same week if they are in the area and
they will ask you to have it at the end of the driveway by 7 am on whichever date they advise. If not, it will
have to wait until the next regular pick-up date.
Recycle (Bi-weekly) If your recycle is missed or not picked up, call Emterra at 250-385-4399. Call by 11:00 am
the next day and they can probably do a pick-up. If any later, it would have to wait until the next pick-up date.
Reminder that the Heavy Garbage Program has ended. Please do not leave heavy garbage on the side of
the road. We continue to clean up the dumpsite on Longhouse Road from the previous years programs.
Please discard your heavy garbage at local metal recycle or Hartland landfill.
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